ICLA Educational Licence

Make the most of your school/college’s ICLA licence for classroom and online teaching:

- scan or photocopy extracts from books, journals, periodicals and newspapers
- copy text and images from ebooks, digital journals, periodicals, newspapers, and the internet
- share extracts and images digitally or as print outs

What copying the licence covers

Provided the author(s) and publisher are acknowledged as the source:

- up to 5% OR
- one complete chapter from a book, OR
- one article from a journal, periodical or newspaper, OR
- one short story or poem not exceeding 10 pages in length from an anthology, OR
- the equivalent amount from a digital/online publication organised in a non-traditional manner

Copying to which the licence does NOT apply

- all items on the list of Excluded Categories and works (www.icla.ie/excluded-works-schools) maps and charts
- printed workcards and assignment sheets
- printed ‘grey literature’ (leaflets, publications without an ISBN or ISSN)
- whole books, journals, newspapers or websites
- the posting of material on the World Wide Web or internet generally copying for re-sale/commercial purposes